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Immunochemotherapy for Richter syndrome: current insights
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Abstract: Richter syndrome (RS) is recognized as the development of a secondary and aggressive lymphoma during the clinical course of chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/SLL). Most of such histological transformations are from RS to diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL-RS, 90%) and Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL-RS, 10%). Histopathological examination is a prerequisite for diagnosis. It is crucial to assess the relationship between the RS clone and the underlying CLL/SLL because clonally related DLBCL-RS has a poor outcome, while clonally unrelated cases have a prognosis similar to de novo DLBCL. An anti-CD20 antibody-based immunochemotherapy is hitherto the frontline treatment of choice for DLBCL-RS; nonetheless, the results are unsatisfactory. Allogeneic stem cell transplantation should be offered to younger and fit patients as a consolidative treatment; however, the majority of the patients may not be qualified for this procedure. The HL-RS transformation has better outcomes than those of DLBCL-RS and can effectively be treated by the adriamycin, bleomycin, vinblastine, and dacarbazine regimen. Although novel agents are currently being investigated for RS, immunochemotherapy nevertheless remains a standard treatment for DLBCL-RS.
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Introduction

The development of a secondary and aggressive lymphoma during the clinical course of chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/SLL) is recognized as Richter syndrome (RS).1 This entity was originally described as a reticular cell sarcoma in 1928 by Maurice Richter in an autopsy report of a 46-year-old patient.2 The actual term “RS” was proposed by Lortholary et al,3 who in 1964 described a series of autopsy cases where CLL transformed into an aggressive lymphoma resembling the histology of “reticular cell sarcoma.” For decades, RS had been recognized as a poorly understood complication of CLL with a dismal prognosis; however, during recent years, the molecular pathogenesis of RS has been better characterized. Most cases of RS consist of a histologic transformation to diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and less often to Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL); however, the development of plasmablastic lymphoma (PBL) or B-lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma has also been observed.4 The evolution of CLL into prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL) should be considered as a separate entity and termed “PLL transformation.”5 As the DLBCL subtype of RS (ie, DLBCL-RS) occurs in the majority of the cases, this
review will focus exclusively on this clinical entity, unless otherwise specified.

**Biology and features of DLBCL-RS**

**Epidemiology**

DLBCL-RS may occur at different stages of CLL during various times after diagnosis (1–4 years), regardless of the administered treatment constituting around 90% of such diagnosed transformations. It is believed that these transformations occur in up to 10% of all CLL patients with an annual rate estimated at ~0.5%–1%. However, with the introduction of novel agents, higher incidences of DLBCL-RS in heavily pretreated patients have also been reported.6,7 It is furthermore not uncommon for CLL and DLBCL-RS to be diagnosed simultaneously.8

It should be noted that the proportion of CLL/SLL patients undergoing transformation may be underestimated. Primarily, the rates of histologically confirmed cases of RS depend much on the hospital policy of a given medical center regarding lymph node biopsy in CLL patients with rapidly progressive lymphadenopathy and clinical deterioration. Second, the increased RS prevalence observed in the recent years may be due to the use of more intensively immunosuppressive therapies as well as the prolonged overall survival (OS) in patients with CLL.9

**Histopathology and pathogenesis**

DLBCL-RS should be differentiated from histologically aggressive lymphomas, the so-called accelerated CLL, by experienced pathologists because it is suspected that up to 20% of RS cases could be misdiagnosed.1,10 Figure 1 shows the histopathological examples of DLBCL-RS, whereas Figure 2 shows the histopathological examples of HL-RS. DLBCL-RS cases are characterized by the following: 1) the presence of large B-cells with nuclear sizes either equal to or more than twice that of a normal lymphocyte and 2) a diffuse growth pattern of large cells (Figure 1).11 Most of the DLBCL-RS cases represent a nongerminal center B-cell-like phenotype (90%).12 In the presented DLBCL-RS case, expression pattern of CD23 and BCL6 could distinguish between transformed and non-transformed CLL cells. Furthermore, high MIB1 antigen expression indicates the highly proliferative potential of DLBCL-RS cells (Figure 1). In 80% of the DLBCL-RS cases, clonal relationships based on IGHV analysis can be determined where such cases are regarded by some as being a true RS transformation. In the remaining 20% cases, the IGHV rearrangement differs from that of the CLL/SLL clone where such cases are defined as being clonally unrelated and resemble the occurrence of de novo DLBCL and have a significantly better prognosis, similar to that of de novo DLBCL.13-15

Clonal relationships between the underlying CLL and the diagnosed DLBCL-RS are mostly diagnosed by sequencing immunoglobin genes.16 The introduction of novel sequencing and molecular methods has allowed a better understanding of DLBCL-RS pathogenesis while also addressing the issue of its clonal evolution. It is recognized that most of the genetic alterations occur in a particular dominant CLL clone at the time of disease transformation, so giving a rise to a “linear” transformation model.4,13,15 A minority of DLBCL-RS cases develop from a common precursor cell that had acquired alterations early on, possibly leading to the rise of separate CLL and DLBCL-RS clones. Such a “branched” transformation model is a characteristic feature of leukemic RS cases and is associated with CDKN2A loss.4,17 Interestingly, although de novo DLBCL and DLBCL-RS present similar morphologies affecting their regulatory functions, eg, NOTCH1 (30%) and MGA (10%).17-22 Furthermore, DLBCL-RS lacks the typical recurrent mutations of de novo DLBCL affecting nuclear factor-κB (eg, CARD11, TNA1P/A20, CD79A, CD79B, BCL6, BCL2, PRDM1, and EZH2) or genes associated with CLL chemoresistance and progression (eg, BIRC3, MYD88, DDX3X, SF3B1, and RPS15).14,15,17,23-27 Furthermore, aberrant somatic hypermutations occurring in PIM1, PAX5, RhoH/TTF, and MYC are rarely observed in DLBCL-RS, whereas in de novo DLBCL they are observed in over 50% of the analyzed cases.15,20 Besides the gene mutations, recurrent copy number alterations have also been reported comprising deletions of 7q31, 8p, 14q, and trisomy 12 and amplifications of 8q21, 13q, and 18q.19,28,29

The analysis of genetic alterations between CLL and DLBCL-RS has led to the proposal of existence of two main genetic pathways responsible for transformation. The first transformation route, in over 50% cases, was found to be associated with TP53 and CDKN2A mutations. The second is regarded to be associated with trisomy 12 and NOTCH1 mutations in almost one third of instances.17 For the remaining DLBCL-RS cases, no clear genetic transformation...
profile could be distinguished. It is therefore suggested that B-cell receptor (BCR) signaling and cell–cell interactions may also be key factors leading to the development of DLBCL-RS. The BCR on CLL cells of the rare subset, #8, bearing the unmutated configuration IGVH4-39/IGHD6-13/IGHJ5, exhibits a broad polyreactivity to various antigens as compared to subsets #1 and #2.30 Furthermore, subset #8 cells were found to frequently bear NOTCH1 mutations or trisomy 12 and possess an increased risk of transforming into DLBCL.30–34 Both these features may be due to the 24-fold increase in the transformation risk of this subset. In addition, DLBCL-RS cases, especially those clonally related to the underlying CLL, were shown to express the programmed death-1 transmembrane protein (PD-1, CD279).35,36 Through the interaction with its ligands, PD-L1 and PD-L2 form a key immune checkpoint by downregulating T-cell activation and autoimmunity, thereby promoting self-tolerance, and by enabling malignant traits of CLL cells to be acquired, thus potentially leading to the development of RS.35–37

Risk factors for CLL transformation
Numerous clinical and molecular factors associated with an increased risk of RS development have hitherto been identified. The genotoxic and/or immunosuppressive activity of anti-CLL/SLL agents contributing to transformation into RS is still debatable. Purine analog-based therapy has been regarded as a risk factor for DLBCL-RS development; however, the results are still equivocal.23,38,39 Using alemtu-

**Figure 1** CLL transformation into DLBCL. 
**Notes:** (A) Large cells of DLBCL (lower left) next to infiltration by small CLL cells (upper right) HE, ×200 magnification. (B) DLBCL with centroblastic morphology (upper right); few small CLL cells (lower left); HE staining, ×400 magnification. (C) DLBCL cells reveal stronger membrane CD20 expression than that of CLL cells. (D) MIB1 staining in 80% of the DLBCL cells and in 3% of the CLL cells. (E) CD23 membrane expression in CLL cells; DLBCL cells are negative. (F) BCL6 nuclear expression in DLBCL cells; CLL is negative; EnVision staining, ×400 magnification.

**Abbreviations:** CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; HE, hematoxylin and eosin.
zumab is considered a risk factor for developing clonally unrelated DLBCL-RS by reactivating Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) infection and inducting T-cell defects in immunocompromised CLL/SLL patients.40–42

Much attention has been focused on CLL/SLL transformation during treatment with novel agents (ibrutinib, idelalisib, and venetoclax). With such therapy, most RS transformations are diagnosed within the first year of treatment, while the risk seems to vary depending on the compound used.27 The incidence of RS transformation for ibrutinib ranges from 0.8% to 8%,43–47 while a similar incidence is observed for idelalisib (range 0%–7%).46,48,49 Moreover, an even higher RS incidence, of up to 16%, was reported during venetoclax monotherapy.7 It is however likely that such elevated RS rates, which are particularly apparent in observational studies, depend rather on the characteristics of heavily pretreated patients included in these studies where some individuals probably have RS when novel agents are initiated. Consistent with this, randomized Phase III studies have not reported any increased incidence of transformations in the experimental arms when using ibrutinib and idelalisib.50–53 An interesting question however arises as to whether ibrutinib may partially shift the direction of transformation to the HL variant of RS (HL-RS), as perhaps is suspected by some studies and case reports.47,54–56

Besides the use of toxic agents, some biological CLL/SLL factors were also demonstrated to increase the risk of developing DLBCL-RS. Among those associated with increased

---

**Figure 2** Morphological and phenotypic spectrum of CLL transformation into HL may strongly differ upon histopathological examination.

**Notes:** Type I – CLL with Hodgkin transformation (A–C). (A) Reed–Sternberg cells are sparsely dispersed in the background of small CLL cells; HE staining. (B) CD15 membrane and “dot-like” expression in HRS cell. (C) CD23 expression in CLL cells; the Reed–Sternberg cell is negative. EnVision staining, ×400 magnification. Type II – CLL transformation in HL (D–F). (D) The numerous HRS cells among histiocytes, eosinophils, and small lymphocytes in the background; a few CLL cells in the lower right; HE staining, ×200 magnification. The HRS cells reveal membrane CD30 expression (E) and “dot-like” expression of CD15 (F); EnVision staining, ×400 magnification.

**Abbreviations:** CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; HE, hematoxylin and eosin; HL, Hodgkin’s lymphoma; HRS cell, Hodgkin and Reed–Sternberg cell.
risks of transformation are a lymph node size $\geq 3$ cm, the absence of del13q14, shortened telomere length $\leq$ 5,000 base pairs, the presence of stereotyped BCR (with subset #8 increasing the risk of transformation by 24-fold), unmutated IGHV status, and the expression of ZAP-70 as well as CD38. Furthermore, del9p, del11q, del17p, and trisomy 12, along with mutations of TP53, CDKN2A, NOTCH1, and MYC were also shown to increase the risk of RS. A latest research indicates that patients bearing/acquiring defects in the p53 signaling pathway (del17p/TP53 mutation), BCL6 abnormalities, a complex or near-tetraploid karyotype, and Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) mutations may be at a higher risk of transformation. Recently, based on the retrospective comparison of microRNA expression levels in groups of patients who underwent or did not undergo CLL transformation, it was suggested that a high expression of miR-125a-5p or a low expression of miR-34a-5p could predict the development of RS in around 50% of patients.

Clinical and laboratory characteristics
Most commonly, DLBCL-RS clinically presents with rapidly enlarging lymph nodes (especially in one region), the presence of constitutional symptoms such as high-grade fevers and weight loss together with elevated lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels or hypercalcaemia. The involvement of extranodal sites is found in about 40% cases and should always raise the suspicion that RS is present. Such sites are usually the gastrointestinal tract, bone marrow, central nervous system, and skin. Laboratory findings show increased LDH activity levels in 50%–80% of patients. Cytopenias resulting from bone marrow involvement are also common including anemia with hemoglobin concentration $<11$ g/dL found in about 50% of cases and thrombocytopenia $<100,000$ G/L in 43% of patients.

Diagnosis and differential diagnosis
The diagnosis of RS is exclusively histopathological through examining tissue biopsied from suspected lesions, most frequently an enlarged lymph node or a trephine bone marrow biopsy. Some authors propose that a flow cytometry of fine-needle aspiration biopsy material combined with cytological and cytogenetical analysis could also lead to the diagnosis of RS in urgent cases; however, this approach has not been so far verified in large-scale retrospective or prospective studies. The target of the biopsy should be appropriately selected, as histopathological features of the transformation may only be present in selected lymph nodes, while others may still show a typical CLL/SLL image.

Whenever RS is suspected, a positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET-CT) scan is indicated, using 18-fluorodeoxyglucose uptake, where suitable biopsy sites for RS are demonstrated when maximum standardized uptake values (SUV$_{max}$) are $\geq$ 5.55–67 By adopting this cutoff value for making diagnostic decisions, a high negative predictive value of 97% is achieved; however, the positive predictive value is only 53%. Suspected sites should therefore be biopsied when making a differential diagnosis, and due consideration should be given to the possibilities of accelerated CLL and PLL being present as well as immunosuppressive therapy–related EBV-positive lymphoproliferative syndrome (post–allogeneic stem cell transplantation or alemtuzumab) or indeed any other solid tumors. With the introduction of kinase inhibitors and anti-Bcl-2 agents, PET/CT imaging may gain a significance and be crucial in patients’ monitoring and qualification for novel therapies due to the possibility of excluding RS during and upon treatment initiation. Mato et al reported the largest so far series of patients with PET-CTs prospectively performed at kinase inhibitor discontinuation (ibrutinib and idelalisib) concluding that PET-CT SUV$_{max}$ $\geq$10 alone lacks both sensitivity and specificity to distinguish CLL progression from that of RS type. This lack of accuracy was ascribed to the fact that CLL progression following ibrutinib and idelalisib treatment seems to be more metabolically active than that following the failure of rituximab-based immunochemootherapy. Although RS was confirmed in eight of 57 (14%) cases suspected for progression, it is worth to mention that all of these cases were characterized by SUV$_{max}$ $\geq$5. The increase in SUV$_{max}$ values observed under BCR inhibitor treatment might be potentially used for disease monitoring under the circumstance of developing reliable diagnostic algorithms in the clinical setting of progression. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to address the clinical issue of distinguishing the type of progression under BCR inhibitor therapies using imaging methods alone.

Principles of RS treatment
Figure 3 presents the algorithm of RS management. The clonal relationship between DLBCL and underlying CLL represents the most important prognostic factor for patients with RS, with significantly worse outcomes achieved by patients with clonally related DLBCL, median OS values being 14.2 vs 62.5 months, respectively. Given the favorable prognosis for patients with clonally unrelated DLBCL, the general consensus is to treat them in accordance with the guidelines developed for de novo DLBCL.
there are no established standards of care for patients with clonally related DLBCL-RS, and a clinical trial should thus always be considered. If a clinical trial is unavailable, the most appropriate therapeutic interventions currently appear to be induction treatment with immunochemotherapy followed by postremission consolidation with autologous or (if not feasible) autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (H SCT). 1817273 In a large retrospective analysis of the
European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation, the median OS, relapse-free survival, and the cumulative incidences of relapse and nonrelapse mortality at 3 years for patients with RS undergoing allogeneic HSCT were 36%, 27%, 47%, and 26%, respectively, while they were 59%, 45%, 43%, and 12%, respectively, for RS patients undergoing autologous HSCT.73

The emerging problem is finding an optimal therapy for patients who develop RS during CLL treatment with novel agents, in particular the BCR inhibitor – ibrutinib. This group has an extremely poor prognosis with a median OS of 2 months.43 If possible, patients who succumb to RS after ibrutinib should be treated in clinical trials with novel drugs, especially with checkpoint inhibitors such as pembrolizumab and PI3K inhibitor, idelalisib.74,75 Otherwise, it seems reasonable to apply the aforementioned strategy; nonetheless, consolidation with allogeneic HSCT should be considered in all patients who develop DLBCL-RS after treatment with ibrutinib.76

Role of immunochemotherapy for DLBCL-RS

A number of chemotherapy regimens used for aggressive non-HL have been evaluated in the treatment of DLBCL-RS patients including some retrospective analyses (Table 1) and prospective clinical trials (Table 2). It should be noted that the overall obtained responses are transient and the outcomes disappointing, particularly in patients without postremission consolidation with HSCT.

An anthracycline-based regimen, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (R-CHOP), is still the treatment of choice for the newly diagnosed de novo DLBCL, but has shown poor efficacy in a cohort study of 15 DLBCL-RS patients prospectively evaluated by a German CLL study group trial.77 The overall response rate (ORR) was 67% with only one (7%) complete response (CR). The median progression-free survival (PFS) and median OS were 10 and 21 months, respectively. Despite there being no separate data provided in this trial on the safety profile of R-CHOP for patients with DLBCL-RS, 15 of the 60 (27%) CLL patients enrolled in this study had their therapy discontinued earlier than planned because of the treatment-related toxicity.77

Substituting rituximab with the humanized monoclonal anti-CD20 antibody ofatumumab within cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP) regimen has not demonstrated any substantial clinical benefits. In a Phase II National Cancer Research Institute, 37 RS
patients were treated with six cycles of CHOP in combination with ofatumumab induction followed by 12 months of ofatumumab maintenance. For the six cycles, 27% and 19% patients achieved CR and partial response (PR), respectively, with an ORR of 46%. The median PFS was 6.2 months, and the median OS was 11.4 months. There were no treatment-related deaths; however, a significant number of grade 3 or 4 serious adverse events were noted (n = 85 and n = 50, respectively), which emphasizes that patients with RS treated with immunochemotherapy are at an increased risk of severe treatment-related toxicity.

This study provided evidence that RS patients treated with immunochemotherapy are not a prognostically homogeneous group and that superior outcomes were achieved in both cases of treatment-naive CLL patients at the time of transformation and those without TP53 deletion or mutation when compared to their counterparts.

Attempts to improve outcomes by using intensive regimens (initially developed for highly aggressive B-cell non-HLs) have not provided any breakthrough in treating RS patients. In a Phase II MD Anderson Cancer Center study, 30 patients with DLBCL-RS received up to six cycles of fractionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, liposomal daunorubicin, and dexamethasone alternating with rituximab, methotrexate, and cytarabine in combination with rituximab (R-hyper-CVXD/R-MA), the treatment safety data reported in this study showed that the ORR was 27% patients, while the ORR was 43%. The 12-month survival rate was 28%. The substantial toxicity of this regimen should be particularly stressed. Approximately 20% of the patients died during the first two cycles of hyper-CVXD/R-MA; the treatment safety data reported in this study demonstrated that 20% of the patients died during the first two cycles of hyper-CVXD/R-MA; the treatment safety data reported in this study demonstrated that the ORR was 43% and the 12-month survival rate was 28%.

Recently, the anti-lymphoma efficacy of a more intensive regimen, rituximab, etoposide, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (R-EPOCH), has been retrospectively evaluated by Rogers et al. Patients with DLBCL-RS (n = 46) were treated with first-line R-EPOCH in nonescalated doses. A PR was achieved in at least 17 of 30 patients (57%) and 59% of those without confirmed or suspected lymphoma progression. The prognostic and predictive values of the complex CLL karyotype were found to be significant in patients with KS treated with R-EPOCH. RS patients with the complex CLL karyotype treated with R-EPOCH had significantly inferior outcomes, where the estimated 1-year PFS and median OS were 11% and 18%, respectively. Importantly, importantly, the poor safety profiles were observed with 15 deaths (33%) without confirmed or suspected lymphoma progression. The prognostic and predictive values of the complex CLL karyotype were found to be significant in patients with KS treated with R-EPOCH. RS patients with the complex CLL karyotype treated with R-EPOCH had significantly inferior outcomes, where the estimated 1-year PFS and median OS were 11% and 18%, respectively. Importantly, importantly, the poor safety profiles were observed with 15 deaths (33%) without confirmed or suspected lymphoma progression. The prognostic and predictive values of the complex CLL karyotype were found to be significant in patients with KS treated with R-EPOCH. RS patients with the complex CLL karyotype treated with R-EPOCH had significantly inferior outcomes, where the estimated 1-year PFS and median OS were 11% and 18%, respectively. Importantly, importantly, the poor safety profiles were observed with 15 deaths (33%) without confirmed or suspected lymphoma progression.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regimen</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Patients with RS</th>
<th>ORR (%)</th>
<th>CR (%)</th>
<th>Median PFS (months)</th>
<th>Median OS (months)</th>
<th>Grade 3-4 adverse events</th>
<th>Negative prognostic factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-CHOP</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>del17p; ECOG ps ≥2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOP-O</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFARI1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6-month PFS, 27%</td>
<td>6-month OS, 59%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>TP53 disruption; pretreated CLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFAR2</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-hyper-CVXD/R-MA</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12-month survival rate, 28%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Data for the entire study population which included 26 patients with high-risk relapsed/refractory CLL, 19 patients with CLL plus autoimmune cytopenia, and 15 patients with RS; data for the entire study population which included 30 patients with relapsed/refractory CLL and 20 patients with RS; data for the entire study population which included 19 patients with relapsed/refractory CLL and 30 patients with RS.

Abbreviations: CHOP-O, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone; CHOP, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone; del17p, deletion of chromosome 17p; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; ECOG ps, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; FFS, failure-free survival; NA, not available; OFAR, oxaliplatin, fludarabine, cytarabine and rituximab; ORR, objective response rate; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; R-CHOP, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone; R-hyper-CVXD/R-MA, rituximab, fractionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, liposomal daunorubicin, and dexamethasone alternating with rituximab, methotrexate, and cytarabine; RS, Richter syndrome; TP53 disruption, pretreated CLL.
study concerned not only patients with RS but also those with fludarabine-refractory CLL.80

Platinum-containing regimens that are widely used for treating recurrent aggressive B-cell lymphomas have also been evaluated as a frontline therapy for RS patients. The clinical activity of the oxaliplatin, fludarabine, cytarabine, and rituximab (OFAR) regimen in two different dosing schedules was prospectively assessed by two Phase I-II MD Anderson Cancer Center trials, OFAR1 and OFAR2.81,82 Among the 55 DLBLC-RS patients treated in both the trials, the ORR ranged from 39%–50% with a CR achieved in 6%–20% of RS cases. The median OS was 6–8 months. Unfortunately, the high anti-lymphoma efficacy of the OFAR regimen was associated with a poor safety profile. Grade 3 or 4 neutropenia and thrombocytopenia occurred in ~90% and 80% of the patients. One in five patients suffered episodes of neutropenia complicated by a neutropenic fever.81,82

Similar efficacies in treating DLBCL-RS patients have been retrospectively shown by other platinum-based chemotherapy regimens, such as dexamethasone, cytarabine, and cisplatin (DHAP) and etoposide, methylprednisolone, cytarabine, and cisplatin, mostly combined with rituximab.83 The ORR was 43%, while the median PFS and median OS were 7 and 8 months, respectively. The main toxicity was myelosuppression with grade 4 neutropenia and thrombocytopenia found in ~90% of the patients; the treatment safety data reported in this study concerned not only patients with RS but also those with relapsed/refractory CLL.83

Novel agents
Bearing in mind that in addition to the underlying hematological cancers, the majority of CLL/SLL patients are also often at an advanced age and suffer from numerous other comorbidities, and therefore only ~10%–15% of patients can undergo the potentially curative allogeneic HSCT.18,23 Furthermore, intensive chemotherapy regimens are highly toxic to this population grouping and lead to excessive treatment-related morbidity.77,80–83 Enrolling DLBCL-RS patients in clinical trials is therefore justifiable, particularly those with clonally related disease. Due to the poor activity of immunochemotherapy, the possibility of using novel agents in the treatment of RS is of great interest.

BCR inhibitors: ibrutinib, acalabrutinib, and idelalisib
In a few case reports, ibrutinib, a first-in-class BCR inhibitor widely used for the treatment of R/R CLL, has been shown to have a promising activity in RS. In case series reported by Tsang et al, three patients had RS refractory to two lines of previous immunochemotherapy (R-CHOP as the frontline treatment and rituximab, ifosfamide, carboplatin and etoposide, R-DHAP, or R-EPOCH as a salvage regimen, respectively), while one patient had treatment-naive RS.84 Ibrutinib was able to induce at least PR in three patients, while in one clinical benefit during ibrutinib therapy was observed. The median duration of treatment with ibrutinib in these patients was 6.1 months (range, 2.8–10.8 months). Among two patients who achieved PR, one experienced CLL progression at 11 months, and the other relapsed with DLBCL 8 months after beginning the therapy. Ibrutinib was safe, and no patient required discontinuation as a result of adverse events.84 Recently, Visentin et al have reported treatment outcomes of patients with RS treated with single agent, ibrutinib, or other BCR inhibitor, idelalisib.75 Of the four patients treated with ibrutinib, one had PR and two stable disease. The ORR in patients treated with idelalisib (n=4) was 75% with one CR and two PR. After a median follow-up of 6 months, the median time to relapse for the patients treated with ibrutinib or idelalisib was 13.7 months.79 The observation that has been made in this case series that patients with RS refractory to ibrutinib can achieve significant clinical benefits from a salvage treatment with idelalisib requires a special attention and warrants further investigations.

According to the preliminary data from ACE-CL-001 Phase 1/2 trial (NCT02029443), acalabrutinib, a second-generation BTK inhibitor, has recently shown a clinically relevant efficacy used as monotherapy in RS patients.85 The ORR was 38%, including CR in 14% and PR in 24% of patients. The median duration of response was 5.7 months, while the median PFS for the entire study cohort was 3.2 months. Although the presented data may not seem impressive, it should be emphasized that patients treated with acalabrutinib in this study were heavily pretreated with the median number of prior systemic therapies for RS reaching four.85 Acalabrutinib in combination with other novel agents such as vintusertib and pembrolizumab in the treatment of RS is currently being investigated in Phase 1/2 studies (NCT03205046 and NCT02362035).

Bcl-2 inhibitor: venetoclax
Venetoclax, a Bcl-2 inhibitor with a significant efficacy in the treatment of R/R CLL, has been evaluated recently in Phase 1 study of R/R-non-HLs.86 In fact, venetoclax used as a single agent had a limited activity in DLBCL de novo (n=34) with an ORR of 38% and an estimated median PFS of 1 month; however, in the RS subgroup (n=7), the PR was achieved in three cases (ORR =43%) and the duration of
venetoclax treatment in three patients with RS exceeded 12 months, suggesting that anti-Bcl-2 agents may be a useful option in some cases of RS. Venetoclax in combination with dose-adjusted R-EPOCH in the treatment of RS is currently being evaluated in the Phase 2 study (NCT03054896).

**Checkpoint inhibitors: pembrolizumab and nivolumab**

Pembrolizumab, a monoclonal antibody directed against PD-1 receptor (anti-PD-1 MoAb), was first shown to be clinically active in RS in the Phase 2 study. Although none of the patients with R/R CLL responded to immunotherapy with pembrolizumab, four of nine patients with RS achieved objective response (ORR=44%), including one CR. Importantly, all responses were observed in RS patients who experienced disease progression after prior therapy with ibrutinib. After a median follow-up time of 11 months, the median PFS in the RS cohort was 5.4 months. The median OS was 10.7 months in the whole study, but the median PFS was not reached in RS patients who progressed after prior ibrutinib.

Recently, these results have been questioned by Rogers et al. In case series including ten patients with RS, most of which (n=6) were treated with anti-PD-1 MoAb, pembrolizumab (n=3) and nivolumab (n=7), the median time to treatment failure and the median OS from the first dose of anti-PD-1 MoAb was 1.2 and 2 months, respectively. Importantly, all of the patients in this case series were previously exposed to ibrutinib. Currently, pembrolizumab alone (NCT02576990) or in combination with ublituximab and TGR1202 (NCT02535286) or acalabrutinib (NCT02362035) or ibrutinib and idelalisib (NCT02332980) is being evaluated in RS patients in prospective studies, and the results in the context of the existing controversies described above are highly expected.

**Selective exportin-1 (XPO1) inhibitor: selinexor**

Selinexor, a selective inhibitor of nuclear export protein XPO1 that leads to retention of p53 within the nucleus enhancing its anti-neoplastic activity in tumor cells, is another agent with a potential activity in the treatment of RS patients. In Phase 1 study of patients with a heavily pretreated R/R non-HL, selinexor used in monotherapy was able to induce PR in two of five patients with RS while in other two patients stable disease was observed. The Phase 2 study to assess the efficacy of selinexor monotherapy exclusively in the group of RS patients was terminated due to enrollment challenges in this rare disease (NCT02138786).

**Other novel therapies of interest**

For relapsed DLBCL-RS cases, blinatumomab (a bispecific antibody directing cytotoxic T cells toward CD19+ B cells) and chimeric antigen receptor-modified T-cells could be interesting therapeutic options; however, further studies are required to better assess their efficacy and toxicity including a greater number of patients.

**HL-RS**

HL-RS is a relatively rare but distinct subtype of RS accounting for ~5%–15% of cases. Upon histopathological examination (Figure 2), particular HL-RS cases may vary strongly ranging from ones where the Reed–Stenberg cells are rarely observed within rich CLL infiltrate (type I transformation) to ones characterized by typical HL morphology with the Reed–Stenberg cells dispersed among histiocytes, eosinophils, and small lymphocytes in the background (type II transformation). In our retrospective analysis of the CLL disease course in 786 patients from a single center, we found that 40 (5.1%) patients had developed RS including 33 (4.2%) DLBCL-RS, six (0.8%) HL-RS, and one PBL.

Although the total numbers of HL-RS cases reported in the World Medical Literature are low, some distinct features of this type of transformation are apparent. When compared to the more common DLBCL-RS form, HL-RS occurs predominantly within the context of CLL with mutated IgVH genes, whereas clonal relationships of transformed cells with CLL cells are less frequently observed, 40%–50% vs 80%–90%. Both these biological features may partially explain the relatively better prognosis for HL-RS. Additionally, the involvement of EBV is also more frequent in this RS variant. In contrast, our incidental observation that HL-RS may be a more common type of RS in the context of ibrutinib and may not be supported by the larger series of patients with CLL transformation occurring during ibrutinib therapy.

The prognosis for HL-RS is better than for DLBCL-RS, although still significantly inferior to the outcomes for de novo HL. Patients with HL-RS typically present with disseminated disease and general symptoms and cannot be clinically distinguished from those with DLBCL-RS. Some factors were identified that affect the survival of HL-RS patients as follows. Similarly to DLBCL-RS cases, patients in whom the transformed cells are clonally related with the preceding CLL have worse outcomes. Furthermore, the International Prognostic Score (IPS), originally developed for de novo HL, was found to stratify prognoses among HL-RS patients from the Mayo Clinic.

An Ital-
ian multicenter retrospective analysis on 33 HL-RS cases further demonstrated that an IPS4 adversely influenced the OS.99 The outcomes of HL-RS may also depend on previous treatments used for the underlying CLL, with significantly worse results achieved in patients with a history of exposure to purine analogs fludarabine or cladribine and probably also to ibrutinib.54,47,54,96,97

Since there have been no prospective randomized trials performed on this rare disease entity, treatment decisions need to be based on the retrospective evidence from the reported case series. The most active therapy for HL-RS appears to be combination regimens employed in patients with de novo classical HL, most often adriamycin, bleomycin, vinblastine, and dacarbazine (ABVD), resulting in almost half of the patients responding in the largest series.77,96 In those patients not achieving CR with such approaches, second-line intensive protocols are applied and, if feasible, optimally followed by reduced-intensity conditioning allogeneic HSCT.23

Interestingly, CD20-based immunochemotherapies such as those used for DLBCL-RT are also possible treatments for HL-RS as tumor cells in a half of the cases express CD20.97 Based on retrospective data, immunochemotherapy regimens nevertheless seem to be less active than HL-type therapies such as ABVD.57 Novel immunotherapy strategies that are already in use for relapsed or refractory de novo HL, such as brentuximab and anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 antibodies, may potentially improve the outcomes of HL-RS in the future.

Future directions

CLL/SLL affects mostly elderly patients often suffering from numerous underlying comorbidities, thus limiting the administration of intensive immunochemotherapy regimens followed by allogeneic HSCT in the majority of patients with RS. It is therefore highly reasonable to qualify such patients for treatment with novel agents within clinical trials. At present, immune checkpoint inhibitors or BCR inhibitors in monotherapy or in combination with immunochemotherapy appear to be a potentially viable option for more effectively treating DLBCL-RS and HL-RS patients. Nevertheless, further studies on larger cohorts of patients are warranted to assess the efficacy and safety of these novel compounds.
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